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After the operation
Your eye will feel gritty as though something is in it for a 
couple of hours while the ends of the stitches soften.

The normal pain relief you use can be taken for any 
discomfort. You will be given some antibiotic and steroid eye 
drops to use at home for around four weeks. Your eyes will 
be blood-shot and quite red over the muscle(s) that were 
operated on. The redness will go over 1-2 weeks, though there 
may be a persisting pink area on the white of your eye for 
weeks to months after a squint operation.

If you had a prism on your glasses before the operation, 
this will most likely need changing or removing altogether 
afterwards. It needs to be removed on the day of surgery and 
the need for a prism will be reassessed at your post operative 
appointment.

There is no need for the stitches to be removed after your 
operation as they will dissolve naturally over 3-4 weeks. 
Normally, the eye is not padded. In some cases, an adjustable 
stitch is used so that final adjustments can be made when 
the general anaesthetic has worn off. This will have been 
discussed and agreed with you before the operation. 
Adjustment is needed in a minority of cases.

You can return to work as soon as you feel able. People who 
work in a dusty environment may be more susceptible to 
irritation. If you have any concerns about returning to work, 
please ask an orthoptist or ophthalmologist.

We would recommend that you avoid swimming for four 
weeks after surgery.
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Follow-up
You will be given an appointment to attend the orthoptic 
department around 2-3 weeks after your surgery. 

When will we know if the operation has been a 
success?
The best time to judge longer term success is around  
1-3 months, or longer in conditions such as thyroid eye 
disease. Your eyes may appear much better aligned as soon 
as they are opened after the operation. Often, there will be 
noticeable variation in the alignment, with your eyes moving 
in and out a bit as your  brain “learns” to control your eyes 
following the surgery and adjusts to the new position. This 
variation settles over the first week or so.

Potential complications of squint surgery
The aim of your surgery will be discussed with you 
beforehand. The aim may be to slightly under or over correct, 
dependent on the size and type of deviation. Squint surgery 
is not an exact science and the planned result may not be 
achieved. This can generally be helped with further surgery 
and/or prisms.

Some people may experience new double vision after their 
operation. The possibility of this will have been discussed with 
you before surgery. The double vision is often transient. If it 
remains troublesome, please contact us.

Problems with wound healing occur occasionally (1 in 100). 
This may be evident as a pink lump (granuloma) or white 
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strand of tissue (prolapsed connective tissue). These problems 
usually settle without any specific treatment. Rarely, an 
operation is required to remove the lump. 

Rarely, there may be a small visible scar or cyst at the site of 
the operation.

Infections may occur requiring further eye drops but are 
uncommon. 

Loss of sight following a squint operation is extremely 
rare occurring in 1 in 15,000 - 30,000 cases and is linked to 
infection and bleeding.

Frequently asked questions

Do I still need to wear glasses afterwards?

If your glasses were prescribed to improve your vision, then 
the answer is yes. Some patients require prisms both in the 
short term and long term after surgery. We will need to 
remove/make adjustments to the prisms that you had before 
surgery.

When can I drive after the operation? 

Once you have recovered from your general anaesthetic, you 
can return to driving if you do not have double vision that 
interferes with your ability to drive safely.

Can I wear eye make up after the operation?

It would be better to go without it for a few days after the 
operation and then go easy with mascara in case of accidental 
injury. You should be able to use eye make up after a week if 
the eye is healing well.
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If you have any further questions or any problems, 
please do not hesitate to ask us

 • Orthoptists   

0113 206 4736 
Monday - Friday, 8.30 am - 5.00 pm

 • Ward J25                                   

0113 206 9125 
Monday - Thursday, 7.30 am - 8.00 pm 
Friday, 7.30 am - 7.00 pm

 • Emergencies - only at weekends 

0113 243 3144  
and ask for the doctor on call for eyes.
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